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I
n “Father Joe,” Tony Hendra’s best-
selling memoir of his lifelong rela-
tionship with a Benedictine monk,
Hendra recounts a life-changing
night at the monastery when he
contemplated the vast, starry sky.

Hendra, at that point, was an atheist, hav-
ing careened fromwanting to be amonk as a
teenager, to mocking religion as editor of The
National Lampoon, to briefly considering suicide
in despair that he could never love anyone.
On this night, after visiting Father Joe and

attendingMass for the first time in years, he felt
something come alive in him, “like the glow of a
pilot light,” as he considered the mystery of how
the universe came to be. He was nagged by the
question, “Why not just nothing?”
Suddenly, he glimpsed the possibility that The

Big Bang could have been caused by “an immea-
surably ingenious, lucid and resourceful intel-
ligence. ... Perhaps ‘why not just nothing’ was a
question science could not answer. It could only
prepare one to answer it.”

THEGODVS.NOGODSTRUGGLE
This revelation takes him to the precipice of

re-belief in God, but not beyond it. He continues
to wrestle with the question of God or no God.
The closest he comes to belief is Father Joe
himself, whomeant God to himmore than any
religious ritual — and whose death strained “the
gossamer-thin thread of connection to the
possibility of God.”
I fully understand why Hendra would find it

easier to identify God with a person than with a
supernatural deity. My strand of belief is thicker
than gossamer, but I’ve always glimpsed God
most clearly in the spirit and actions of others.
Yet I, too, have hiked the mysterious terrain

between belief and unbelief, between God and no
God. My belief is based less on theological study
than on a choice I make each day. A God-driven
universe makes more sense to me than a chance
one. I prefer to believe in it and see no harm in
doing so.
I suspect a goodmany believers know this

territory— and unbelievers as well. Much as we
might yearn for absolute certainty either way, for
many of us, the quest always will be shadowed by
doubt.

WEARENOTALONE INDOUBT
A 2012 survey by Pew Research shows while

Americans’ belief in God remains strong, it is
by nomeans simple. Those who say they “never
doubt” the existence of God fell to 80 percent
from 88 percent in 1987.
The survey also documents the growing trend

of religious exiting, with nearly 20 percent saying
they are unaffiliated with a faith (including 6 per-
cent atheist or agnostic). Still, 68 percent of the
unaffiliated say they believe in God or a universal
spirit, and 21 percent say they pray every day.

But such fine shadings of our belief in God—
or unbelief — don’t get the attention of the sexier
war between the rock-solid believers and ardent
atheists. Not to mention the hoopla surrounding
the recent debate between Bill Nye “The Science
Guy” and Ken Ham, founder of the Creation
Museum, on evolution vs. creationism.
I did not tune into the action, as these kinds of

debates bore me. I’ve yet to see someone argue
someone into or out of belief in evolution, or God
for that matter. But it makes good theater and,
some say, good PR for Ham in this case.
The Daily Beast called it a “nightmare for

science” as Ham thumped an under-prepared
Nye. Yet none other than Pat Robertson called
Ham’s views “nonsense,” and that The Big Bang
doesn’t diminish his belief in God.

This is one issue on which Robertson and I
agree. But I would guess he has spent far less
time in the shadow lands of doubt. Part of me
longs for his certainty. Wouldn’t it be comforting
to believe in a God as real as the sunrise and as
loving as your best friend?
But that kind of belief also brings an uncom-

fortable level of commitment. If you fully believe
in a God who created and ordered the world, it is
incumbent on you to live according to God’s pur-
poses. And that just might require you to change.
On the other hand, if you totally don’t believe

in God, you are obliged to let go of that security
blanket forever. Nomore praying in times of crisis
or thanking God for your blessings. You are on
your own, as Hendra writes, “drifting untethered
through cold, cosmic loneliness.”
Given those choices, staying in the shadowland

of doubt might be the more comfortable place
to live. At least it leaves your options open and
doesn’t require firm commitment.
And yet, as I look up at the stars, I wish I could

know for sure.

ORANGE, CALIF.

CrystalCathedral
co-founder dies
Arvella Schuller, the wife of

the Crystal Cathedral’s found-
ing pastor, has died at the age
of 84.
Carol Schuller Milner said

her mother passed away
unexpectedly and peacefully
Feb. 11 at the University of
California’s IrvineMedical
Center.
Arvella Schuller is sur-

vived by her husband, the
Rev. Robert H. Schuller, who
launched the ministry at an
Orange County drive-in in
1955. She was the organist
there. Together, they founded
the Crystal Cathedral and
the weekly “Hour of Power”
broadcast, which she pro-
duced and directed.
At its peak, the “Hour of

Power” attracted 20million
viewers, but the ministry filed
for bankruptcy in 2010.

VATICAN CITY

Francis: Benedict

was courageous

Pope Francis called his
predecessor courageous and
humble last week on the
anniversary of Pope Benedict
XVI’s remarkable announce-
ment he would retire.
In a tweet, Francis wrote:

“Today, I ask you to join me
in prayer for His Holiness
Benedict XVI, a man of great
courage and humility.”
It was among the praises

showered on Benedict, who
became the first pope in
centuries to retire when he
stepped down last year.
His resignation was seen by

many in the Vatican as a great
act of governance, enabling
the reform-minded Francis
to clean house in the Vatican
and reboot the 2,000-year-old
institution.

WASHINGTON

Hobby Lobby files

Supreme Court brief

An attorney for Hobby
Lobby said the owners of the
arts and crafts chain should
be exempt from the health
care law’s birth control man-
date because providing con-
traceptives that destroy life in
the wombwould violate their
religious beliefs.
Kyle Duncan, of the Becket

Fund for Religious Liberty,
said Hobby Lobby’s brief has
been filed at the Supreme
Court. The justices will hear
arguments March 25 involv-
ing challenges to the man-
date by Hobby Lobby and
Mennonite-owned Conestoga
Wood Specialties.
The Obama administration

has argued for-profit busi-
nesses don’t have religious
rights, but Duncan said
federal law protects the free
exercise of religion “wherever
it occurs.”

SALT LAKE CITY

Religious coalition

fights gaymarriage

A coalition of religious
organizations has come
together to urge a federal
appeals court to uphold bans
on same-sex marriage in Utah
and Oklahoma, saying unions
between aman and woman
are best for children, families
and society.
The argument is being

made in a 42-page brief filed
Feb. 10 to a Denver-based
court reviewing cases that
could reverse gay marriage
bans in Utah and Oklahoma.
Lawyers for The Church

of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints and the U.S. Conference
of Catholic Bishops wrote the
brief, which was signed by
the National Association of
Evangelicals and Southern
Baptist and Lutheran organi-
zations.

This undated handout image provided by NASA, released in 2009, taken by the refurbished Hubble Space
Telescope, shows a celestial object that looks like a delicate butterfly. (AP file)

DebatingGod’s existence
meanshikingmysterious terrain

Note: In 2012, MLive.com was
a partner in the Year of Interfaith
Understanding. The success of that
project led to an ongoing effort to
build interfaith understanding in
Michigan. This column, Interfaith
Insights, is one such effort. It is coor-
dinated by Douglas Kindschi, director
of the Kaufman Interfaith Institute
at Grand Valley State University, and
will be written by Kindschi and others
in the interfaith community.

By Douglas Kindschi

Last week, we talked about truth,
humility and the danger of rela-
tivism.While we affirmwhat we

believe to be true, we do it in a spirit
of humility.
In a similar vein, Paul Mendes-

Flohr, a professor at the University of
Chicago, recently gave a talk on “The
Promise and Limitations of Interfaith

Dialogue.” He
began with a quote
fromGoethe: “To
tolerate is to insult.
Tolerance must
only be preparatory
to open the way to
mutual acceptance.”
If I have no commit-
ment to truth, then

of course I can show tolerance, but it
is at the expense of relativizing your
beliefs and practices. It actually is an
insult to your faith.
While this might be a step above a

tolerance, whichmerely avoids doing
physical harm, it still is a very limited
stance. If we treat religious belief as
relative and without any truth claims,
then the differences are not worth a
fight, or for that matter even serious
discussion. One can be tolerant to
the point of not caring about truth.
Mendes-Flohr calls this skeptical

pluralism, or even a “laissez-faire con-
ception of tolerance.”
The Abrahamic faiths claim

revealed knowledge andmake truth
claims about reality. For such faith
commitments, revealed truths are an
intrinsic aspect of that reality. Can we
consider such truth claims without
reducing them to relativism, which
leads to denying all truth?
Mendes-Flohr addresses this con-

cern in relation to Martin Buber, who
was the Jewish editor of an interfaith
journal published in the 1920s titled
“Die Kreatur” (“The Creature”). For
Buber, wemust seek to encounter
the other as a “thou,” an “irreducibly
unique presence.” While we are not
God, we are not mere things. True
respect and acceptance recognize the
other as a divine creation with whom
one shares “a creatureliness.”
We acknowledge there is ultimate

truth but in our own finite creatureli-

ness, we acknowledge we do not pos-
sess the ultimate truth. This kind of
respect can lead to acceptance of the
other as a truth seeker, but, like one-
self, not perfect in understanding.
This reminds me of the concept of

“holy envy” fromKrister Stendahl,
former dean at Harvard School of
Divinity, bishop of the Church of
Sweden and one of the early present-
ers at the Interfaith Dialogues in
Muskegon. He urged that our dia-
logue be so respectful and open to
new insight that we would experience
holy envy— that is, being “willing
to recognize elements in the other
religious tradition or faith that you
admire and wish could, in some way,
be reflected in your own” religion.
It certainly is a tolerance that goes

beyond avoiding hate speech and
violence, but also is muchmore than
cultural relativism. It is respect.

Email: interfaith@gvsu.edu

How canwemove beyondmere tolerance?
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Belief, unbelief and the shadow land between


